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Abstract 
This paper describes experiments towards a multi

language human-computer speech interface. Our in
te1:face is designed for lar:qe vocabulary contin·uous 
8peech inp11,t. For thi8 p11,rpose a m11,ltiling11,al dictation 
database has been collected under GlobalPhone, which 
is a project at the Interactive Systems Labs. This 
project investigates LVCSR systems in 15 langua_qes 
of the world, namely Arabic, Chinese, Croatian, Eng
lish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Por
tug·aese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, and Turk
ish. Based on a global phoneme set we build differ
ent multilingual speech recognizer and present several 
pe1formance results in language independent and lan
g11,age adaptive setups. 

1 Introduction 
\Vith the distribution of speech technology prod

ucts all over the world, multi-language human
computer interfaces are of increasing importance. Be
yond it, new methods for the fast adaptation to new 
target languages with only limited training data be
comes a practical concern. Monolingual phoneme sets 
are applied for cross-language adaptation [9] and also 
multilingual phonemic inventories has been demon
strated to give satisfactory results [7] within the same 
language family [3], [6], and limited tasks [4]. The 
focus of our work is the design of a multi-language in
terface for large vocabulary continuous speech which 
covers the most widespread and important languages 
of the ·world. Since one major limitation in develop
ing recognition systems is the need of large training 
data, this work also explore the relative effectiveness 
of multilingual context dependent acoustic model com
bination for cross-language adaptation with limited 
training data. Furthermore we compare different ap
proaches to adapt pronunciation dictionaries for the 
purpose of cross-language adaptation. 

For all experiments we use our multilingual 
database GlobalPhone which is briefly introduced in 
the first section of this paper. In the second part, 

I Language II Speakers Spoken uniti; Hours I 

Arabic 100 180,000 25 
Ch-:V1andarin 132 250,000 25.5 
Ch-Shanghai 50 80,000 8 
Croatian 98 130,000 18 
Japanese 128 430,000 28 
Korean 100 370,000 20 
Portuguese 120 180,000 22.7 
Russian 140 250,000 27.3 
Spanish 100 200,000 22 
Swedish 100 200,000 20 
Tamil 50 - 10 
Turkish 100 140,000 16.9 

Table 1: The GlobalPhone database 

we describe the monolingual baseline systems trained 
and tested with this database. After that the global 
phoneme set and the multilingual acoustic model com
bination is introduced. In the last part of this paper, 
we address the problem of cross-language adaptation. 
Several recognition results will be presented in lan
guage independent and language adaptive setups. 

2 The GlobalPhone project 
The aim of the project GlobalPhone is the devel

opment of a multi-language human-computer speech 
interface for large vocabulary. For this purpose we 
recently started the collection of a large multilingual 
speech database which currently consists of the lan
guages Arabic, Chinese (~fandarin and Shanghai di
alect), Croatian, German, .Japanese, Korean, Por
tuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil and Turk
ish. Considering the fact that German, English, and 
French are available in similar frameworks, we are able 
to cover 9 of the 12 most widespread languages of 
the world. In each language about 100 native speak
ers were asked to read 20 minutes of political and 
economic articles from a national newspaper. Their 
speech was recorded in office quality, with a close
talking microphone. The GlobalPhone corpus is fully 
transcribed including spontaneous effects like false 



Language 

Chinese 
Croatian 
Japanese 
Korean 
Spanii;h 
Turki8h 

Performance [ER] 

18.-1% 
20.0% 
10.0% 
473% 
20.0% 
16.9% 

Table 2: Error Rates [ER] of monolingual systems 

starts and hesitations. Up to now we collected 233 
hours of spoken speech from about 1300 8peakers in 
total. Further details of the GlobalPhone project a.re 
given in [8]. 

Table 1 summar'iz.es the number of speakers, spo
ken units and the hours of recorded speech for the 
GlobalPhone database. Based on thei;e data we train 
and te8t cont.ext-dependent. models in six languages 
and context-independent in eight languages. The test 
sets consist of 100 utterances per language, the lan
guage adaptive experiments are evaluated on 200 Ger
man utterances. Because of the limited corpus size, 
we are not able Lo es1.imat.e reliable LVCSR n-gram 
models and vocabulariei;, vrhich results in high out
of-vocabulary rates. Since we focus here on the mul
tilingual acoustic modeling and compare error rates 
across languages, we reduced the OOV-rat.e t.o 0.0% 
by including all test words into the language model 
as monograms with small probabilities. \Ve defined a 
lOK Le8L dictionary by supplemen1.ing t.he test words 
with the most frequently seen training unit:,. 

3 Monolingual Baseline Systems 
In the first step towards a multi-language inter

face we developed monolingual basdine 8yst.oms in 
eight language1:1 applying our fast cros1-Jlingual boot
strap technique [7]. For six languages Chinese, Croa
Lian, .Japanese, Korean, Spanish, and Turkish Lhe re
sulting LVCSR rccog11i?:crs consist of fully continuous 
3-state HM::\fa with 1500 polyphone models. Each 
H::\IM-state is modeled by one codebook with a rnix
wrc of Hi Gan8Rian dist.ribution8. The preprocessing 
is based on 13 ::\1el cepstral coefficients with first and 
second order derivatives, power and zero crossing rate. 
A.Her cepsl.ral mean subtraction, a linear discriminant 
analp;ii, ii, ui,ed to reduce the input to 24 dimeni;ioni;. 
Table 2 shows the error rates for all languages. The 
HyHtems performance ranges from 10% kmia error rate 
for Japanese Lo lG.9% word error raLe for Tmkish, 
18.4% pinyin error rate for Chinese, and 20% word er
ror rate for Spanish and Croatian. The Korean perfor
mance is given in hangul syllables and achieves 4 7% 
error rate. For Portuguese and Russian so far only 

preliminary context independent systems have been 
developed. Their recognizers consist. oI 3-sta1.e H\IMs 
with 53 and 34 monophone models. Each H:'vIM-statc 
is modeled by 32 Gaussian. The preprocessing is the 
same w; in the context dependent counterparts. 

4 Multi-language Systems 
For Lhe development of mulLi-language sysLems i1. is 

of great concern to combine the phonetic inventory of 
all languages to be recognized into one global acous
tic model pool. Such a multilingual acom,tic model 
combination leads to the following benefits: 

1. Data sharing across languages reduces the total 
number of parameters in the system 

2. One language independent acou81.ic model re
duces the complexity of the multi-language inter
face compared Lo several language speci1ic acous
tic modeb 

3. Data sharing results in a more reliable model es
timation, especially for less frequent phonemes 

4. Global phoneme pools allow a more accurate pro
rnmciation modeling of -out of language- words, 
i.e. foreign proper names or bnwd names 

G. Robw,t acoust.ic models enables a IasL and eHi
cient cross-language bootstrapping of systems in 
new languages even if only limit.odor no training 
data is available 
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Figure 1: Relative frequenciei, of consonants 

Figure l illustrate:, the relative frequencies of con
sonants for the five la.nguagei, Croatian, JapaneHe, Ko
rean, Spanish, and Turkish in our GlobalPhone traln
ing database (phoneme name:, are given in \,Vorldbet 
notation). As can be seen the occurrences of sounds 
are highly dependent on the language. Some sounds 
are comparable frequent in all five languages like the 



I Phonemes [Worldbet] II KO I SP I Clt I 'l'U I JA I >"-: I 
n,m,s,l,tS,p,b,t,d,g,k X X X X X 
i,c,o X X X X X H 
f,j,z X X X X 
r,u X X X X 
dZ X X X X 6 
a X X X 
s X X X 
h X X X 
4 X X X 4 
ii,x,L X X 
A X X 
N X X 
v,z X X 
y,7 X X 
Ls X X 10 
p',t~ ,k',dZ 1 ,s' ,oE,oa,4i, X 
E,uE,A,iA,ul\, X 
iu;ic,io,ia. X 17 
D,G,T,V,r(,ai,au,ei, X 
eu,oi,a+,e+,i+,o+,u+ X l,~ 
palatal c, palatal d X 2 
ix, sofL X 2 

? ,Nq,V[,A: ,e: ,i: ,o: ,4: X 8 

Mo11oli11gual ) 170 40 40 30 29 31 
Multilingual 78 

Table 3: Global Phoneme Set [Worldbet notation] 

sounds [n], [d], [m], and [b), whereas others are not,as 
for example the phoneme [g], which is frequent in Ko
rean but extremel rare in Spanish. In the first case 
sharing the data results in language independent ro
bust models of [n], [d], [m], and [b] and reduces the 
number of parameter of the final s stern. In the latter 
case the less frequent phonemes like the Spanish [g] 
would benefit from sharing the training data across 
the languages, since more reliable estimation for this 
model can be achieved. Sounds belonging to onl one 
language like [Nq] for Japanese or the flapped [r(] for 
Spanish help solving the language identification prob
lem because these sounds are reliable predictors for 
one language. 

4.1 Global Phoneme Set 
Combining the phonetic inventor across languages 

into one global phoneme set requires the definition of 
similarities between sounds. Those similarities are 
documented in international phonemic inventories like 
Sampa, Worldbet, or IPA [5], which dassif sounds 
based on phonetic knowledge. On the other hand 
data-driven methods are proposed for example in [1] 
and [3]. Previous s stems have been limited to context 
independent modeling. For the monolingual case con
text dependent modeling is proven to increase recog
nition performance significantl . Such improvements 
frorn context dependence extend naturall to the mul
tilingual setting, but the use of context dependent 

rnodels raises the question of how to construct a ro
bust, compact, and efficient multilingual model set. In 
this paper we introduce a data-driven procedure for 
multilingual context dependent models. Based on the 
phonetic inventor of eight monolingual s stems we 
defined a global phoneme set. Sounds which are rep
resented b the same IPA s mbol share one common 
phoneme categor . For eight languages this global set 
consists of 145 phoneme categories. Table 3 shows 
the global phoneme set for five languages in World
bet notation. About half of the set consists of mono
phonemes belonging to onl one language, the other 
half is shared across at least two languages. Silence 
and the noise models are shared across all languages. 

4.2 Acoustic model combination 

Based on the above described categories we de
signed different multilingual s stems b combining 
language dependent acoustic models in different wa s. 
In the s stem ML-mix we share all models across lan
guages without preserving an information a.bout the 
language. For each categor model we initiali7,e one 
mixture of 16 Gaussian distributions and train the 
models b sharing the data of five languages (ML5-
mix), seven language (ML7-mix) and eight languages 
(ML8-mix) respective] . For the ML5-mix s stem we 
create context dependent phoneme models b appl -
ing a decision tree clustering procedure which uses 
an entrap based distance measure, defined over the 
rnixture weights of the codebooks, and a question set 
which consists of linguisticall motivated questions 
about the phonetic context of a phoneme model. Dur
ing clustering, the question with the highest entrap 
gain is selected when split.ting the tree node according 
to this question. After reaching the predefined number 
of 3000 pol phones the splitting procedure ends. 

Another ,va to share phoneme models across lan
guages is performed in the multilingual s stem ML
tag. Here each of the phoneme categories gets a lan
guage tag attached in order to preserve the inforrna
tion about the language. The above described clus
tering procedure is extended b introducing questions 
about the language and language groups to which a 
phoneme belongs. Therefore the decision if phonetic 
context information is more important than language 
information becomes data-driven. \Ve started with 
2ii0,000 different quintphones over the five languages 
and created two full continuous s stems, ones stem 
ML5-tag3 with 3000 models, and the second s stem 
ML5-tag75 with 7500 rnodels, which is of same size as 
five monolingual s stems with 1500 models each. 
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IPA-51 dictionary the decision for the best matching 
phoneme is left to the decoder by including 5 language 
dependent pronunciation variants, one variant for each 
language involved in the model combination. 
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Figure 6: Cross-Language Performance 

Throughout our recognition experiments we explore 
four questions: first we analyze the effect of cross
language transfer from monolingual versus multilin
gual models by comparing the ML5-mix systems to 
the monolingual systems. Second we investigate the 
usefulness of the different model combination (ML5-
tag3 vs ML5-rnix), third we examine the effect of dif
ferent parameter size (ML5-tag75 vs ML5-tag3) and 
last but not least we compare the data-driven versus 
the IPA-based dictionary approach for the ML5-mix 
system. Figure 6 summarizes the results of the recog
nition tests (the three rightmost bars belong to the 
ML5-mix system). 

One of the major outcome is that the multilingual 
system outperforms all monolingual systems. The 
average performance of the monolingual systems is 
36.4% word error rate (47.4% - 28.4%), versus 27.1% 
for ML5-mix. From this result we can conclude that 
language transfer from multilingual acoustic models 
achieves better results, especially if few or nothing is 
known about the new language. Second, with regard 
to cross-language transfer the ML5-mix system out
performs the ML5-tag system. This indicates, that 
dedicated multilingual systems should be developed 
depending on whether cross- or multilingual speech 
recognition is projected. In the first case the ML5-mix 
system should be favored, in the latter the ML5-tag 
system. Third, increasing the number of model pa
rameter do not improve the performance (ML5-tag75 
vs ML5-tagS) significantly. Finally we found from the 
experiments that the data-driven dictionary approach 
is clearly outperformed by the heuristic IPA-based ap
proach. 

7 Conclusion 
In this paper a multi-language speech interface 

for up to eight languages, namely Chinese, Croat
ian, .Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, 
and Turkish is presented. To create multilingual con
text dependent acoustic models we evaluated different 
met.hods of parameter sharing. The resulting systems 
have been applied in language independent and lan
guage adaptive setups. 
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